The subtelomeric domains of chromosomes are probably the most rapidly evolving structures of the human genome. The highly variable distribution of large duplicated subtelomeric segments has indicated that frequent exchanges between nonhomologous chromosomes may have been taking place during recent genome evolution. We have studied the extent and variability of such duplications using in situ hybridization techniques and a set of well-defined subtelomeric cosmid probes that identify discrete regions within the subtelomeric domain. In addition to reciprocal translocation and illegitimate recombination events that could explain the observed mosaic pattern of subtelomeric regions, it is likely that homology-based recombination mechanisms have also contributed to the spread of distal subtelomeric sequences among particular groups of nonhomologous chromosome arms. The frequency and distribution of large-scale subtelomeric polymorphisms may have direct implications for the design of chromosome-specific probes that are aimed at the identification of cryptic subtelomeric deletions. Furthermore, our results indicate that the relevance of some of the telomere closures proposed within the present Human Genome Sequence draft are restricted to specific allelic variants of unknown frequencies.
The telomeric regions of human chromosomes comprise essential structures ensuring the stability of the genome (Hackett et al. 2001) , participating in nuclear architecture (Nagele et al. 2001 ) and promoting homologous chromosome pairing during meiosis (Walker and Hawley 2000) . Although great attention has been recently paid to telomeres and their role in cellular senescence and carcinogenesis (Blackburn 2000) , relatively little is known about the segments connecting the terminal hexameric repeats to chromosome-specific sequences in humans. The morbidity associated with cryptic subtelomeric deletions (de Vries et al. 2001 ) prompted the development of chromosome-specific subtelomeric probes (for review, see Knight and Flint 2000) and stimulated structural studies of subtelomeric domains (Flint et al. 1997a ). However, mapping and sequencing data regarding the proterminal regions of human chromosomes remain difficult to generate and exploit owing to the complexity, nonspecificity, and size variability typical of such regions (Brown et al. 1990; Wilkie et al. 1991; Macina et al. 1994; Bailey et al. 2001; Mefford and Trask 2002) .
Nevertheless, a comparative analysis of available human and yeast subtelomeric sequences allowed Flint et al. (1997a) to propose a structure common to most, if not all, human chromosome extremities. The presence of interstitial degenerate telomere repeats near the chromosome tip divides the subtelomeric domain into two structurally (and maybe functionally) different subdomains: one distal, directly connected to the hexameric telomeric repeats, and one proximal, connected to chromosome-specific sequences. The distal subdo-main, up to a few kilobases long, typically presents a high density of ESTs and other short sequences that show interrupted matches to multiple distal subtelomeric regions. The proximal subdomain, which may extend over hundreds of kilobases, contains large regions of homology to a more restricted number of chromosome ends. Sequence analyses indicate that, although the distal and proximal subdomains seem to have evolved independently, frequent exchanges appear to have been taking place between nonhomologous chromosomes (Flint et al. 1997a; Mefford et al. 2001; Mefford and Trask 2002) . Whereas the mechanisms leading to sequence exchange between distal subdomains remain unclear, the dissemination of proximal subtelomeric sequences among nonhomologous chromosome ends may be explained by mechanisms akin to reciprocal translocation processes, in which regions of limited homology could nevertheless be implicated (Monfouilloux et al. 1998; Vergnaud 1999) .
Recently, the characterization of particular subtelomeric duplications observed in humans indicated the existence of additional structural boundaries that define discrete regions within the subtelomeric domains (Monfouilloux et al. 1998; Vergnaud 1999) . Several cosmid probes issued from these regions were alternatively present or absent on a subset of chromosome extremities, thus demonstrating high variability. In particular, the most telomeric cosmid probe, carrying minisatellite DNF92 (Monfouilloux et al. 1998) , was invariably or very frequently observed at some particular locations (referred to as major sites), whereas its presence was quite inconstant at others (minor sites).
The genome distribution of DNF92 is reminiscent of that described for another widespread subtelomeric sequence, f7501 (Trask et al. 1998) , although major sites apparently differed between these markers. In addition, in situ hybridiza-tion analyses using P1 clones showed that sequences that extend f7501 toward the centromere have a wider subtelomeric distribution (Trask et al. 1998) , which is in fact quite similar to the distribution observed for DNF92-associated sequences (Monfouilloux et al. 1998 ). These observations have led to the hypothesis that DNF92 and f7501 sequences occupy analogous positions within related subtelomeric structures (Vergnaud 1999) .
In this work, we have conducted a systematic FISH analysis to portray the subtelomeric domains and their variations within and between individual human genomes. A set of slightly overlapping cosmid clones was designed, such that each cosmid represents distinct regions or subregions that together cover ∼200 kb. Using a cohybridization approach, we were then able to reconstitute the subtelomeric structures of specific chromosome arms.
RESULTS
The Subtelomeric Sequences DNF92 and f7501 Are Frequently Detected on the Same Chromosome Arms but Rarely Coexist Table 1 summarizes the frequency distributions for f7501 and DNF92 (region 1, Fig. 1 ) in a total of 74 haploid genomes. Specific consistent signals were observed at 14 chromosome extremities. Of these, only the 3qter and 17qter loci were invariable, always carrying f7501 and DNF92, respectively, in agreement with previous observations (Monfouilloux et al. 1998; Trask et al. 1998) . The other chromosome ends were polymorphic, bearing either one of the markers or none ( Fig.  1B ). Two particular cases were observed: the locus 1pter, where f7501 is never detected, and the locus 6qter, where one of the two markers is always present. As anticipated, major sites are different for the two markers (Table 1) . Moreover, the simultaneous presence of DNF92 and f7501 sequences on the same chromosome extremity was very rarely observed, being limited to minor sites 11pter and 19pter (Table 1 ). In total, Only consistent (present in all metaphases) fluorescent signals were scored. Weak, inconstant signals were occasionally observed at 2qter and 20pter/qter with DNF92, and at 9pter and 12pter with f7501 (data not shown). Boldface numerals indicate the major (most frequent sites) for both markers. No obvious differences between the ethnic groups were noticed, aside from an apparent excess of DNF92 locations at 9qter in the Pygmy population. This may be caused by sample variations because, on the other hand, f7501 was not frequently observed at 7pter in this ethnic group, contrary to a previous report (Trask et al. 1998) .
Figure 1 (A) Cartography of the subtelomeric domain common to
Chromosome arms 1p/q, 5q, 6q, and 17q (Monfouilloux et al. 1998 ).
The arrows indicate the limit between the subtelomeric domain and chromosome-specific sequences for three of the chromosomes. This limit has not been found for 1p/qter. The limits between regions have been previously defined (Monfouilloux et al. 1998; Vergnaud 1999 . Arrows indicate colocalization. The 5C4 probe also hybridizes to interstitial locations (indicated with an asterisk) on Chromosomes 1, 4, 7, and 10. The results presented in Table 1 and Figure 2 only take into account signals that are distinct and consistently detected (i.e., are present in all metaphases analyzed from an individual).
DNF92 was detected at 442 chromosome ends, whereas f7501 was present at 279 ends, that is, 5.97 and 3.77 times per haploid genome, respectively. This situation is in clear contrast with that observed in other higher primates in which both markers have unique locations (Monfouilloux et al. 1998; Trask et al. 1998) .
Although the hypervariable character of these markers indicates some intrinsic instability, segregation studies using Southern blotting analyses and large CEPH families have previously shown that multicopy minisatellite DNF92 is stably transmitted through meiosis (Monfouilloux et al. 1998) . We have confirmed and extended this observation by FISH using DNF92 and f7501 cosmid probes. In all families examined so far (including some large CEPH families, adding up to ∼100 meiotic events), both markers have shown Mendelian inheritance at all subtelomeric locations (data not shown). Also, no mitotic instability has been observed in long-term cultures of lymphoblastoid cell lines (data not shown). The term polymorphism is therefore appropriate to refer to the presence/ absence variability of subtelomeric markers DNF92 and f7501.
The Reconstitution of Subtelomeric Domains of Single Chromosome Arms Reveals High Variability Within and Between Genomes
We next analyzed, by FISH, the rest of the subtelomeric domain. To do this, we labeled probes from a panel of cosmid clones representing discrete regions from the subtelomeric domains of 1p, 5q, 6q, and 17q chromosome arms ( Fig. 1 ; Monfouilloux et al. 1998 ). The results of cohybridization experiments carried out in 18 individuals (including the 6 individuals of African origin) are summarized in Figure 2 . The presence or absence of hybridization signals on individual chromosome extremities allowed us to distinguish 17 different subtelomeric combinations or structures (including the complete absence of fluorescent signals) distributed among 15 chromosome ends. These structures are detected in the same subset of chromosome arms already defined by DNF92 and f7501 (although these markers are not always present) plus another chromosome end, 1qter. Some of the combinations observed (namely, A, D, E, N, and O) have unique locations, the rest being polymorphically distributed among certain chromosome ends. With the exception of the invariable 17qter, 3qter, and 1qter locations, the number of variants detected per chromosome end ranged from 2 (1pter) to 6 (9qter). As reported previously (Monfouilloux et al. 1998 ), interstitial signals are constantly observed at specific locations with cosmids representing regions 2a, 2c, and 3 (Figs. 1B and 2). Our results now indicate that region 5 is also constantly detected at some of the same sites (Fig. 2) .
Although no obvious differences were observed in the distribution of variants between Caucasian and African individuals, such differences cannot be excluded, given the relatively small population sample. On the other hand, we did not score fluorescence intensities for each probe at every location. Nonetheless, such differences were sometimes noticeable, indicating additional levels of polymorphism (size of the corresponding region or lower degree of sequence homology).
Sequence Analyses of Genomic Fragments Comprising Subtelomeric Domains Reveal Similar Segmental Arrangements
The results presented in Figure 2 indicate that the order of segments may be consistent across all chromosome ends.
However, this has been formally established only for two alleles, represented by half-YACs and derived, respectively, from Chromosomes 5qter and 6qter (Monfouilloux et al. 1998) . The segmental arrangement of these half-YACs corresponds, respectively, to the M and C alleles described here, which are, indeed, the configurations most frequently observed by FISH on 5qter and 6qter in our population (Fig. 2) . Owing to the human genome sequencing project (Lander et al. 2001) , this analysis can now be extended to other alleles. For this purpose, sequence data generated previously (Monfouilloux et al. 1998 ) and derived from different segments along the two half-YACs were used to search human genome sequences in the available databases. Fully (finished) sequenced PACs were thus identified and compared to each other with the help of the PipMaker program (Schwartz et al. 2000) . The deduced organizations for homologous segments within these PACs (illustrated in Fig. 3, left) indicate that the order of these segments is conserved among several subtelomeric regions as well as at interstitial locations (i.e., Chromosomes 10 and Y). Overall, there is a high degree of homology Colored boxes indicate that a consistent fluorescent signal was observed with the corresponding cosmid probe (color code for probes is as in Fig. 1) , whereas their absence indicates no fluorescent signal obtained. The cohybridization of probes allowed, in all cases showing presence/ absence of polymorphisms, the distinction between homologous chromosomes and the reconstitution of subtelomeric domains for individual chromosome arms. For a given combination, certain regions showed differences in fluorescence intensity between chromosome arms (not noted here), which may reflect additional size or sequence heterogeneity. The variants A to P were first arranged according to their complexity within the more proximal half of the subtelomeric domain, and then, within each group, according to the complexity of the more distal half. Variant Z corresponds to the absence of signal for all probes used (null allele). Homologous recombination events implicating the more proximal half of subtelomeric domains may have contributed to the shuffling of more distal sequences among the chromosome arms contained within the solidline rectangles. The dotted rectangles outline invariable loci. (*) 34 observations, the remaining two correspond to f7501/DNF92 colocalizations in which a subtelomeric structure of type J/K was detected. (**) Out of 10 male individuals.
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The comparisons between PACs also revealed additional features not detected by FISH in this study. An additional small region (black box in Fig. 3) is found between the 2a and 2c regions (blue and orange boxes) when the intervening region 2b (purple box) is absent. The analysis of the junctions between these blocks, overlapped by interspersed repeated elements, points to a history of recombination events and indicates that the blue-black-orange arrangement is ancestral. An ectopic recombination event between black-orange (as observed in AC005627) and purple-X (as in AC0055861) probably resulted in the observed organization purple-orange (observed in AC004908; Fig. 3, right) . The predicted reciprocal product (black-X), not detectable by FISH, is absent from the present collection of human genome sequences and might have been lost during human evolution. A similar event between blue-black (also in AC005627) and green-purple (as in AC005604) may have produced the blue-purple combination observed again in AC004908 (Fig. 3, right) . The predicted reciprocal product (green-black) is not present among the known human genome sequences but may correspond to the E allele (green-[black]-orange?) observed twice by FISH on Chromosome 6p (Fig. 2 ).
DISCUSSION
The results reported here clearly illustrate the extreme polymorphism that characterizes the subtelomeric domains of a subset of human chromosomes. Because the presence/absence of fluorescent signals indicates the gain/loss of segments that are several tens of kilobases long, this variability is most probably related to size polymorphisms known to affect some chromosome ends (Brown et al. 1990 ). For instance, the relatively rare 6qter-DNF92 variant P observed here may correspond to, and perhaps completely explain, the long 6qter allele described by Macina et al. (1995) . Similarly, the four 16pter variants distinguished here by FISH techniques may be related to the length polymorphism found for this chromosome end (Wilkie et al. 1991) . In this case, the frequently observed Z variant (null) apparently corresponds to the common, fully sequenced allele A, which lacks all the subtelomeric segments tested here (Flint et al. 1997b ).
The molecular mechanisms by which such polymorphisms arise within the human genome or the sequence of events resulting in a particular combination of regions are still unknown. Nonetheless, this report provides the grounds for new conjectures regarding the evolution of subtelomeric domains. Our results are compatible with the idea that chromosome extremities do not evolve independently (Flint et al. 1997a; Mefford et al. 2001) . As proposed before (Vergnaud 1999) , balanced translocations have probably contributed to the spread of subtelomeric regions; this is clearly indicated by the detection of a P variant at 6qter, possibly originating from 1pter. At the sequence level, the presence of telomere-like repeats near some of the junctions between the subtelomeric domain and chromosome-specific sequences (PACs AC004842 and AC004908; Fig. 3, left) could indicate that these domains were grafted onto simpler subtelomeric structures (Z variants). Z variants are also compatible either with reciprocal translocation events implicating chromosome ends that carry completely unrelated subtelomeric domains or with subtelomeric domains that have been lost because of terminal deletions (eventually rescued by telomere capture mechanisms; Flint et al. 1994) . The frequency of the latter events in the normal population is unknown.
Aside from P and Z, other variants tend to show a clustering distribution among chromosome arms (Fig. 2) , indicating that random, reciprocal translocations that carry whole subtelomeric domains are rather rare. It may also be that the products of such translocations are rapidly eliminated from the population either by genetic drift or deleterious effects, which likely depend on the extent of chromosome-specific sequences involved.
On the other hand, mechanisms based on homologous recombination could explain the spread of distal sequences among defined groups of nonhomologous chromosome arms, outlined by rectangles in Figure 2 . This hypothesis requires that the order of most segments be conserved across chromosome ends. Our results from comparisons between fully sequenced PACs comprising several subtelomeric segments to DNF92/f7501 indicate that this may be the case. Conceivably, the presence of large homologies within the more proximal half of subtelomeric domains increases, during bouquet formation in meiosis, the chance for transient interactions between otherwise nonhom o l o g o u s c h r o m o s o m e e n d s (Roeder 1997) . This interaction would occasionally foster recombination events, with exchange of Figure 2 . All sequences are identified by their accession numbers (only finished, not draft, sequences were analyzed). The proposed chromosome location is also indicated. AC004842 is assigned to 7p22 in the GenBank; however, a 6p location was found using the Genebridge4 hybrid panel (Y.-M. Borde, unpubl.) . Similarly, AC004908 (no chromosomal location indicated by NCBI) has been assigned to Chromosome 8p using the Genebridge4 hybrid panel (Y.-M. Borde, unpubl.) . AL627309 (previously named AC073186) has been successively assigned to Chromosomes 7, 21, and, more recently, 1, illustrating the difficulties of assigning subtelomeric genomic fragments with no obvious connection to chromosome-specific sequences. The black box represents a novel region not included in our FISH studies. (Right) Proposed illegitimate recombination events leading to the incorporation of an intervening subtelomeric region. The color code is as above with lighter colors representing the boundaries of the corresponding regions. Boxes are not drawn to scale. The sequence AC005627 carries the ancestral configuration, and AC004908 represents one of the final products after a double recombination event, implicating sequences similar to the ones found in AC005604 and AC055861. Although not found in the sequence database, the reciprocal product may correspond to the E variant observed by FISH in the population. more distal sequences. Interestingly, certain chromosome ends seem to be excluded from these events, as indicated by the absence of distal variability at some locations such as 1qter or 3qter, in spite of bearing substantial homology to other variants. A high stability is similarly observed at interstitial subtelomere-related structures, although in this case sporadic nonhomologous interactions leading to reciprocal exchanges at this level would necessarily bring about obvious genome rearrangements with inevitable deleterious consequences.
The exclusive relationship observed between DNF92 and f7501 sequences is intriguing. It has been proposed that the duplication of f7501 at subtelomeric sites throughout the genome likely predated the split of the primate clade (Trask et al. 1998 ) and, therefore, preceded the DNF92 duplication (observed only in the human genome; Monfouilloux et al. 1998 ).
Our results now show that both duplications affect the same subset of chromosomes, but do not coincide, and that DNF92 is present at more chromosome ends than f7501. These observations concurrently indicate that the spread of DNF92 may have occurred to the detriment of f7501, and connote a better efficiency of the former to colonize chromosome ends and/or to become fixed in the population. Although such an opposite evolution may be the result of genetic drift, the role of as-yet unknown selective pressures cannot be formally ruled out.
The subtelomeric hybridization profiles obtained on 36 haploid genomes provide us also with some hints about the history of the DNF92 diffusion among chromosome ends. The nonobservation of variants in which DNF92 is linked to region 2b but not to 2a indicates that the duplication of DNF92 outside 17qter (its ancestral site) led first to its association with region 2a (leading from variant I to variant J). This association was later followed by the addition of 2b. The last event may correspond to an illegitimate recombination between, for instance, variants F and J, resulting in variants G and E, all four being still present in the population. In support of this hypothesis is our analysis of available sequences, which indicates that the configuration 2a-2c is ancestral and reveals the traces of ectopic recombination events that may have originated the 2a-2b-2c variant. Taken together, our results are compatible with a limited number of rearrangements being the cause of the apparently complex patterns observed. Only a detailed sequence analysis of all variants, together with sequence information from nonhuman primates, will allow a more precise phylogenetic dissection and eventually cast some light on the molecular mechanisms involved. Unfortunately, such studies are still hindered by the scarcity of fully sequenced proterminal regions.
The reasons that the polymorphisms described here affect only a particular subset of chromosome ends in the human genome are not clear. Nonetheless, the existence of other families of large subtelomeric duplications, affecting an overlapping or a completely different set of chromosomes, is indicated by the genome distribution of other, completely unrelated, subtelomeric sequences (Cross et al. 1990; Ijdo et al. 1992; Martin-Gallardo et al. 1995; Ciccodicola et al. 2000) . This possibility is supported by a recent report showing that large blocks of sequences may be found polymorphically duplicated at the short arm of all human acrocentric chromosomes (Piccini et al. 2001) . In any case, it would be interesting to determine how these widespread subtelomeric homologies influence the physiological mechanisms mediating homologous chromosome pairing during meiosis.
The observations reported here have also implications for the development of diagnostic tools that aim at correlat-ing cryptic subtelomeric deletions and clinical manifestations. As noted by others , the nearer a probe is to the telomere, the higher its probability of being non-chromosome-specific. In fact, our data predict that this obstacle may be particularly acute on specific chromosome arms affected by extended subtelomeric length polymorphisms. Furthermore, the distance between a chromosomespecific probe and the telomere may vary substantially between individuals, a circumstance that must be taken into account when the physical location of a marker is studied . Conversely, because balanced translocations just affecting subtelomeric domains seem to be rare enough in the general population (as suggested above), the cartography by FISH of subtelomeric domains in individuals suspected of carrying cryptic translocations may cast a light onto difficult diagnostic situations by disclosing unusual locations or structural patterns.
Finally, at least some of the telomere closures proposed in the present draft Human Genome Sequence (Riethman et al. 2001) , and especially those corresponding to chromosome extremities shown here to be polymorphic, are presumably allelic variants. The subtelomeric cartography by FISH of a large number of individuals is required to estimate allelic frequencies and assess ethnic differences. Although this information will certainly contribute to our understanding of this form of genetic diversity, the full sequence characterization of different chromosome-specific subtelomeric alleles is needed to definitely sort out their phylogeny.
METHODS
DNA Probes
The isolation and characterization of cosmid probes was as described (Monfouilloux et al. 1998) . Cosmids ICRF10 (carrying DNF92, GenBank accession number Y13543), ICRF49 (icrfC112N2142), and ICRF115 (icrfC112I0546Q6) were identified from a Chromosome 1-specific library (Monfouilloux et al. 1998) . Cosmids 5D1 and 5C4, and cosmids 6A2 and 6B5, were obtained from 5qter and 6qter subcloned half-YACs, respectively (Monfouilloux et al. 1998) . Cosmid f7501 (Trask et al. 1998 ) was obtained from B. Trask (University of Washington, Seattle). BACs b231F8 and h563E1 from the CEPH collection were occasionally used to identify Chromosome 8 and Chromosome 19, respectively.
Individuals
Established lymphoblastoid cell lines from unrelated individuals were selected from available collections at the CEPH, including six lymphoblastoid cell lines from two African Pygmy populations (Biaka and Mbouti). Aliquots of fresh whole blood samples from unrelated healthy donors participating in different CEPH research programs were also included. Finally, two human diploid fibroblast cell lines were obtained from ATCC. With the exception of the six African individuals, all others were of Caucasian origin. Metaphase spreads were prepared from lymphoblastoid cell lines and from PHA-stimulated PBLs following conventional methods.
FISH
Hybridizations were carried out as described (Pinkel et al. 1986 ), always in the presence of two different probes in order to reveal colocalization. Cosmids were labeled either with biotin or digoxigenin and revealed by Texas-red avidin (Vector) or FITC-conjugated anti-digoxin antibodies (Sigma), respectively. Cosmids ICRF10 and f7501 were tested in all individuals (n = 37). From these, 18 were tested with all possible cos-
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www.genome.org mid combinations. Chromosomes were counterstained with DAPI. Signals were visualized under an epifluorescence microscope (Axioplan2, Zeiss) equipped with a computer-piloted filter wheel. Red, green, and blue fluorescent signals were independently captured through a CCD camera (Photometrics-Sensys) using the corresponding wavelength excitation filter. Merged pseudocolor images were obtained, and normalization and enhancements procedures were used to improve Gbanding and specific signal detection. Most of the time, chromosomes were identified based on DAPI simulated Gbanding. Occasionally, chromosome-specific probes (BACs) were cohybridized to establish chromosome locations.
Sequence Analyses
Similarity searches were done using BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990 ) and public human genome sequence data as accessible from the NCBI Web site. Dot-plot alignments of large sequences were performed using advanced PipMaker (Schwartz et al. 2000 ; accessed at http://bio.cse.psu.edu/pipmaker/). Alignments required the masking of interspersed repeats, which was obtained using RepeatMasker (A.F.A. Smit and P. Green, RepeatMasker at http://ftp.genome.washington.edu/ RM/RepeatMasker.html) accessed through Infobiogen (http:// www.infobiogen.fr/services/deambulum/).
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